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NBA At 2: Atlanta's X-Factor
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The Atlanta Hawks have done things the right way, rebuilding their franchise from the ground up

after an era of disappointing play. Joe Johnson's arrival signaled a new era of Hawks playoff

basketball, and drafting players like Josh Smith and Al Horford moved them from the Eastern

Conference's bottom-feeders back into legitimacy. This season the Hawks are looking to do more

than just make the playoffs, but really push to be in the same elite category as the Orlando Magic,

Boston Celtics and Cleveland Cavaliers. So far this season they've shared the air with those very

teams, thanks in no small part of the offseason acquisition of Jamal Crawford.

"This is a team on the rise," says Crawford, who's averaging better than 16 points per game off the

bench for his new team. "I think myself, Jeff (Teague), Jason (Collins), all the news guys kind of saw

that from the beginning. We saw a great opportunity here to help fill in where we can and be part of

something that we believe can be special."

Crawford has certainly paid his dues, spending is first nine NBA seasons on teams that failed to

make the playoffs. Chicago, New York, and Golden State were all going through rebuilding

processes during Crawford's time with each, making this year his first chance to help a playoff team

aspire higher.

"It feels good," he admits, smiling. "I've been through all the losing, like the worst of the worst, so to

be on a team that has a chance to be special is something I don't take for granted. I'm happy to be

here and happy to contribute any way I can. It's definitely a very different feeling - these guys are a

family; nobody cares about who gets the credit because we're all in it together. We play for each

other and we play to win. Every game we feel like we have a chance to win the game, and that's a

great feeling."

Though only 20 games into the season, the Hawks are already showing marked improvement over

last year's success, having won 14 of those first 20 games. Crawford's teammates are already

excited about what they've seen from their new teammate.

"Jamal's made a big difference to our team," says starting center Al Horford. "He's the type of guy

who's so explosive and can come in and give you 30 points on any given night. He's also a great

passer and really gets everybody else involved and gets us easy shots. I think we're fortunate to

have him on our team."

"He means a lot to this team," says Joe Smith, himself new to the Hawks but no stranger to playoff

basketball. " To have a guy coming off the bench who can contribute like he does is something you

have to have for a team to be successful. He brings scoring, but he also brings a mismatch at point

guard for basically every team around the league, and that's been a key for us."

"He's added some extra depth and scoring that we really needed off the bench," adds power

forward Josh Smith. "He's been the spark, our spark plug, and it's really helped Joe (Johnson)

because he doesn't have to put as much pressure on himself this year because he has another

older veteran who knows what to do in tight situations and can put the ball in the hoop. I think
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Jamal's enjoying it, too, because on his other teams he's had to score a lot of the points and here he

can be a little bit more passive but still be aggressive and make plays."

Crawford is certainly enjoying it, starter or not. Winning basketball games is always fun, especially

when you've been a part of so many losing teams.

"It definitely makes me feel good, even as a part of the second unit," says Crawford. "I feel like our

number one advantage is our depth, and I'm excited to be a part of a very good second unit. We

have such a good starting five - the chemistry and the way they play together is a reflection of them

being together for a while now, so hopefully our bench can come in and make things a little bit

easier for them."

"He definitely takes some of the pressure off me," confirms All-Star shooting guard Joe Johnson.

"Especially in situations down the stretch of games, when they're doubling most of the time, having a

guy like Jamal who can create and also knock down shots makes it tough on the defense. He's

been doing a great job."

That's not to say that there aren't some areas Crawford still needs to work on. Not having been a

part of winning basketball teams, he's still learning the ins and outs of the higher expectations that

come with being a member of the Atlanta Hawks.

"I thought early on he was just trying to find his way with our ballclub, but he's fitting in nicely now,"

says head coach Mike Woodson. "I've just got to get Jamal thinking about the defensive end, too.

It's something that maybe other coaches haven't pushed him too hard in that area, and our defense

is predicated on the entire team, so everybody's got to be ready to buckle down. I don't think he's

ever really been pushed in that area, so that's where my focus has been with him and that's how he

can help us win."

"It's really just schemes," says Crawford. "Every coach has their own philosophy on how to do things

and everybody's a little bit different. There's nothing wrong with the systems I've played in, but it's an

adjustment to learn the way we're doing things here. It's a challenge I enjoy though; I look forward to

working on it every single day."

It's that mentality, the mentality of hard work and sacrifice, that has helped Crawford fit in so quickly

with the Hawks, and it's translated into more wins and a high level of competitiveness for the team.

"It's all about sacrifice," says Joe Smith. "When you have a guy on your team who's willing to

sacrifice being a starter so that he can come off the bench and still be a key contributor, it adds

depth to a the team, and you have to have depth to be a top team. San Antonio has Manu Ginobili,

different teams around the league have a key guy like that, and it not only adds depth, it also gives

you more options when you're creating mismatches."

That's precisely what the Hawks are hoping, that the addition of Crawford (and Smith, for that

matter) will help put them in the same discussion as San Antonio and the elite teams in the NBA.

"I don't see why we can't be there," says Crawford. "Coming into the season everybody was talking

about the big three, and we basically had the fourth seed as part of our name. But we feel like we

can play with any team any night, and our record indicates that. We're all right there, grouped at the
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top, and I think it's going to be a fun season."

The Hawks certainly hope so, and if the early returns are any indication, it could be a very long

season, as well . . .perhaps stretching into late May and early June.

Austin's Day Coming

The Detroit Pistons are one of the teams that's really struggling through some significant injuries

right now, missing both Tayshaun Prince and Rip Hamilton, with Ben Gordon and Charlie Villanueva

also missing games of late. The down side, of course, is that the team is just 8-12 on the season

and is currently not in the playoff picture. The upside is that young players have received more

playing time during the injuries, and Austin Daye, in particular, has responded well to the

opportunity, as Ted Kulfan of The Detroit News writes:

Daye, the Pistons' first-round draft choice this year, has shown in brief spurts this
season his unique blend of offensive capabilities. Simply put, not many 6-foot-11
guys can put the ball on the floor, play on the perimeter like that and make a nice
pass, too.

"He's always doing things like that in practice," Ben Gordon said. "He's a talented
player. The only thing he lacks is experience. As he gets more playing time and gets
comfortable out there, you'll see more games like that."

Because Daye doesn't necessarily get consistent playing time, he said it's important
he stays ready.

"You have to stay mentally prepared," Daye said. "You can't feel like it's not your
night if you're not called. The coaches are showing more confidence in me and I
have to keep showing in practice I can do these things.

"I was just happy to get an opportunity to get put in in the second half, and the
coaches had confidence in me to make plays at times. I was just happy to produce."

Twice in the last five games Daye had scored in double-figures, including a 5-5 outing against
the Wizards last game. He's got a lot of work to do to get his body physically ready for the
rigors of the NBA, but Austin Daye is making the most of situations where he's called upon to
take the court. That will only pay dividends when the Pistons get their starters back and have
one more weapon ready to contribute off the bench.

Magic Johnson Book Signing

Speaking of New York, if you're going to be in the area next week you should definitely swing
by the NBA Store to have Magic Johnson autograph a copy of his new book for you. Details
below!

WHO: NBA Legend Earvin "Magic" Johnson 

WHAT: The NBA Store will host Magic Johnson for a book signing to promote his new book
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"When the Game Was Ours". Fans who purchase a copy of the book will be given an autograph
pass to meet the Legend. "When the Game Was Ours" written with Larry Bird as well as
sportswriter Jackie McMullan captures the defining moment of Larry and Magic's lives from the
very beginning of their rivalry through their constantly evolving historical relationship and
friendship right up to the present. 

WHEN: Tuesday, December 8 5:30PM-7:00PM 

WHERE: NBA Store, Corner of 52nd Street and 5th Avenue New York City

First Look At Tonight's Action

Denver Nuggets @ Philadelphia 76ers: The Nuggets
are warming up, having won three in a row and sitting just
1.5 games behind the Lakers in the West. Elton Brand is
back in the starting lineup for the Sixers, but Philly has still
lost nine in a row and are now a half-game behind the
lowly Knicks in the standings. Chris Andersen is
questionable tonight; Allen Iverson is expected to play
limited minutes in his debut with Philly due to
conditioning, though they don't have many other options
at PG . . .Andre Iguodala (ankle) is probable . . .Jrue
Holiday (shoulder) is doubtful.

Portland Trail Blazers @ New York Knicks: The Blazers

begin life after Oden tonight, as their starting center begins
the long road to rehab back in Portland. The team has also
been struggling through inconsistent play as a whole, and
needs to get back on track against a Knicks team that has
actually won two games in a row. Rudy Fernandez (back) is expected to be out tonight, leaving
Portland with a skeleton crew. NY is only missing Eddy Curry.

Golden State Warriors @ OKC Thunder: The Warriors continue to lose, but they've been

competitive in every game. The Thunder are trying to stay above .500, and should be able to
hold off the Warriors to do so, but they better be ready for a fight! Nenad Krstic (ankle) is
probable tonight; Ronny Turiaf is questionable with a knee injury.

San Antonio Spurs @ Utah Jazz: Two teams that have been among the West's elite and

haven't shown it yet this season square off in this one. The Jazz, at least, can lay some blame on
their rash of injuries . . .San Antonio is simply struggling to work their new pieces into the mix.
Michael Finley is likely to miss tonight's game due to an ankle injury; Kyle Korver and Andrei
Kirilenko are questionable tonight, but could play for Utah. 

NBA Chats!

HOOPSWORLD's rookie Alex Kennedy will host his weekly NBA chat at 2pm EST. Chats fill
up quickly, so getting in early always helps your odds. You can always find the next NBA Chat
here: Upcoming HOOPSWORLD Chats.
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Also On HOOPSWORLD Today:

Senior NBA writer Travis Heath caught up with Minnesota GM David Kahn recently. Are the
Wolves open to trading Ricky Rubio?

Kevin Garnett serves as an excellent mentor for Kendrick Perkins. HOOPSWORLD's Susan Bible
spoke to both as Perkins is beginning to really fill out all of his potential.

HOOPSWORLD got Up Close with... Bulls' forward Taj Gibson... Pitsons' forward Charlie
Villanueva... Celtic's reserve Marquis Daniels... Pistons' forward Tayshaun Prince...

The Pac-10 Conference of the NCAA looks like it is going to have another down year. Luke Byrnes
explains why.
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posted By James, 7 December 2009 2:21:17 PM

Unfortunately for Austin Daye he's likely out of the rotation w hen Detroit is fully healthy. Stuckey, Bynum, Rip, Gordon and

Prince w ill take up all the minutes at the 1-3 positions. Anything left over at the back up SF spot w ill go to Jonas Jerebko w ho's

already ahead of Daye in the rotation and playing very w ell lately. Austin definitely has skills though. Once he gets consistent

playing time and adds some bulk he's going to be good.
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